Introduction {#s1}
============

The rapid technological developments and advanced digitization in all aspects of human life require research to assess the significance of how to impart knowledge to students via these new media. When students enter school today they are already members of the generation known as *digital natives* (Chicu et al., [@B11]). They understand how to use computers to quickly find and assimilate new information. The teacher\'s challenge is to use the technology and help students in mastering new subjects in a creative, autonomous, critical, and communicative way. Nevertheless, new technologies such as tablets are currently only selectively used in schools (at least in Germany) as revealed by the International Computer and Information Literacy Study in 2013 (Bos et al., [@B9]). The results of the ICILS show that only 6.5% of eighth graders in Germany attend a school that uses tablets for teaching purposes (EU average: 15.9%; Australia: 63.6%). Should the answer to this low percentage be to blindly introduce tablets to schools? Or is there a need to assess specific advantages and disadvantages of tablet use before their introduction? In support of the latter, the purpose of our study was to investigate whether it makes a difference for beginning learners (preschoolers and second graders) to write on a tablet screen compared to on common paper. Further, we compared these results to those of experienced writers (adults) to explore how the use of tablets influences groups with different levels of handwriting abilities.

Handwriting requires the coordination of a complex and fine-tuned mechanism involving multiple muscles in the hands, arms, and even the shoulder (Latash, [@B30]; Huber and Headrick, [@B23]). Their precise interplay generates skilled and controlled movements with a writing instrument (e.g., a pen or a pencil). Writing involves the execution and combination of specific strokes in a particular sequence. Furthermore, to produce fluent writing movements one must constantly use visual monitoring and sensorimotor feedback (Fischer and Wendler, [@B17]; Tseng and Chow, [@B48]). Handwriting models are typically organized hierarchically (Flower and Hayes, [@B18]; Van Galen, [@B51]; Berninger et al., [@B6]). These models postulate that activities at lower levels (e.g., graphomotor planning and execution) interact with performance at higher levels (e.g., syntax, semantics, creation of ideas; Van Galen, [@B51]; Abbott and Berninger, [@B1]; Graham and Weintraub, [@B21]). As soon as lower level abilities are fully mastered and can be executed automatically, more resources become available for higher level processes. Research on early handwriting acquisition suggests that the coordination of perceptual, motor, and cognitive processes is critical for efficient and fluent handwriting movements (Maldarelli et al., [@B31]).

The development of handwriting abilities starts even before entering school and prior to formal writing instructions on how to write letters, words and sentences, for example when children practice drawing or scribbling (Gombert and Fayol, [@B20]; Fischer and Wendler, [@B17]; Adi-Japha and Freeman, [@B3]). Children need to visually distinguish forms and symbols to be able to reproduce them accurately (Fischer and Wendler, [@B17]). Research with typically developing children has shown that between the ages of 6 and 7 the quality of handwriting develops rapidly which coincides with the start of formal writing instructions at school (Feder and Majnemer, [@B16]). Before the age of 10 the children\'s handwriting movements are slow and require graphomotor and visual feedback, only around the age of 14 years writing movements become fast and automatic, which releases more resources for higher level processes of writing (Huber and Headrick, [@B23]; Chartrel and Vinter, [@B10]; Pontart et al., [@B40]). The acquisition of writing is accompanied by a decrease in conscious attention to and control of the graphomotor execution, thus leading to an automatization of the writing process.

Previous research comparing adults\' and children\'s writing abilities revealed that less skilled writers exhibit longer pauses between writing units and use more strokes to produce letters (Rosenblum et al., [@B45], [@B44]; Sumner et al., [@B46]; Kandel and Perret, [@B26]; Julius and Adi-Japha, [@B24]). Experienced writers are able to plan their writing movements in advance and execute them more smoothly (shorter the time that the pen spends on the writing surface), compared to less skilled writers who rely more often on in air times of the pen tip between writing units for planning (longer time when the pen is above the writing surface; Julius and Adi-Japha, [@B24]). In an intervention study Julius and Adi-Japha ([@B24]) revealed that kindergarten children improved strongest when compared to second graders and adults for writing time and for in air time in a point-to-point connection task to produce a letter-like symbol. A second study, by Kandel and Perret ([@B26]), showed that even children between 8 and 10 years, who are in the middle of handwriting acquisition, already use the ability of *motor anticipation* to write fast and smoothly. Motor anticipation refers to the ability to write one letter while already processing information on how to produce the next letter. Through writing practice the children generate so-called motor programs that contain information on how the letters are shaped and the exact number, order and direction of the respective strokes (Meulenbroek and Van Galen, [@B37]; Kandel and Perret, [@B26]). This consolidation process requires years of practice and learning. As soon as the writer is able to activate the motor programs quickly and effortlessly the handwriting movements become automatic, continuous, and fast (Kandel and Perret, [@B26]). In the Kandel and Perret ([@B26]) study children had to write letter sequences (*ll, le*, and *ln*) in cursive handwriting on a digitizer. The movement time of the up- and down-strokes indicated that motor anticipation of letter size changes (*ll* vs. *le*) and directional changes (*le* vs. *ln*) helped to reduce dysfluencies which decreased from 8 to 9 years and remained stable between 9 and 10 years. Dysfluent movements were mostly observed for down-strokes, which might suggest that the writer anticipated the motor sequence of the next letter.

Handwriting abilities can be divided into different dimensions, namely graphomotor, visuomotor, and handwriting. Regarding graphomotor abilities, studies have shown that it seems to be easier for children to draw horizontal lines to indicate spatial axes (e.g., the sky, the ground) than drawing vertical lines denoting depth of objects (Lange-Küttner, [@B28]). Even more difficult than vertical lines are diagonal lines that children acquire only at around 7 years of age (Laszlo and Broderick, [@B29]). A study by Meulenbroek and Van Galen ([@B36]) showed that children between 6 and 9 years drew repetitive loops with a shorter duration and a higher velocity compared to zigzag lines.

Another important aspect of handwriting are visuomotor abilities. Visual-motor integration refers to the interaction of visual skills, visual-perceptual skills, and motor skills (Exner, [@B15]) and is known to play a crucial role in handwriting acquisition (Weil and Cunningham-Amundson, [@B53]; Tseng and Chow, [@B48]; Daly et al., [@B13]; Volman et al., [@B52]; Kaiser et al., [@B25]). Significant correlations between the results of the developmental test of Visual-Motor Integration (VMI; Beery and Beery, [@B5]) and the quality of handwriting are found such that children who achieve a higher score in visuomotor tasks write faster (Tseng and Chow, [@B48]) and have a better handwriting quality (Weil and Cunningham-Amundson, [@B53]; Cornhill and Case-Smith, [@B12]). As soon as the child can accurately copy the first 9 forms of the VMI he or she is ready to acquire handwriting (Weil and Cunningham-Amundson, [@B53]). To assess handwriting abilities of adults and children, previous studies usually used the alphabet writing task or the firstname-surname task (Pontart et al., [@B40]; Alamargot and Morin, [@B4]). In the alphabet task participants had to write the alphabet in the correct order in lower-case letters (Abbott and Berninger, [@B1]). For the firstname-surname task participants must write their own name repeatedly. Both tasks are supposed to mirror highly automatized writing movements that directly reflect handwriting abilities. However, both tasks introduce uncontrolled between-participants variability, because the letters in the alphabet are not ordered according to complexity in number or direction of strokes, and first names or surnames differ in the number, complexity and frequency of letters (Tim vs. Samantha).

Regarding handwriting abilities, research has mostly focused on examining the product of writing. The quality of handwriting was evaluated as the accuracy of letter formation, the uniformity of letter size, the spacing between letters and words, and the alignment on lines of writing (Hamstra-Bletz and Blöte, [@B22]). The assessment of quality is usually done by copying words or a sentence (e.g., "the quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog") or by writing the alphabet in the correct order (Berninger et al., [@B8], [@B7]; Graham and Weintraub, [@B21]; Medwell and Wray, [@B35]). However, these tasks can only be administered to children who have acquired writing skills (second grade or higher) and the rating of the above-mentioned categories is very subjective since there is no standard that would allow a comparison of the results between different age-groups. Furthermore, with the advent of new technologies researchers shifted to a more process-oriented approach to investigate handwriting (Rosenblum et al., [@B45], [@B44]; Medwell and Wray, [@B34]; Tucha et al., [@B50]; Accardo et al., [@B2]; Gerth et al., [@B19]). These technologies provide an objective assessment of the dynamic subprocesses of handwriting (e.g., writing duration, in air time, writing velocity etc.; Marquardt and Mai, [@B33]; Tucha et al., [@B50]; Sumner et al., [@B47]; Gerth et al., [@B19]). Especially the number of inversions in velocity (NIVs) that describe the number of directional changes in velocity reflect how fluent and smooth handwriting movements are. Studies by Tucha et al. ([@B50]; see also Tucha and Lange, [@B49]) have shown that directing attention to the writing movements increased the NIVs and hampered the automaticity of handwriting performance (even in adults). Thus, we believe that NIVs are an adequate and objective handwriting measure to quantify the level of automaticity in graphomotor execution and the amount of directed attention to the writing process.

Concering the comparison of the two writing surfaces---tablet and paper---a recent review article by Wollscheid et al. ([@B54]) identified merely ten articles that compare the impact of writing tools (computer keyboards and tablet) vs. non-digital writing tools (pen and paper) on primary school students. The authors included studies that were published between 2005 and February 2015. Seven of the studies compared handwriting with typing. Only one article (Read et al., [@B42]) actually compared writing with a pen on a graphic tablet to using pencil and paper (and typing as a third condition). The 7 to 8 year old students wrote a story for about 12 min and were then given 2 min to edit their work. The stories were rated according to quality (teacher assessed) and quantity of writing (word count). However, this way of comparing the two media---tablet and paper---is quite product-oriented and cannot grasp the dynamics of graphomotor execution during writing on the two writing surfaces.

Only a few studies systematically investigated the question whether there is a difference between writing on a tablet and on paper. Alamargot and Morin ([@B4]) studied second and ninth graders who wrote the alphabet and their own names on a tablet and on paper. Their results show that both groups wrote their names less legible and letter size was larger for both tasks on the tablet. The two groups were influenced differently by the two writing surfaces. The ninth graders showed faster writing speed and higher pen pressure whereas the second graders exhibited more pauses during writing on the tablet. A second study by Gerth et al. ([@B19]) compared handwriting performance of adults on a tablet and on paper. Their findings reveal differences between writing on the two media that were partly modulated by the writing task. Even experienced writers, such as most adults, were influenced by the difference in friction between the writing surfaces. Interestingly, adults were able to adapt their graphomotor execution quickly to the smoother surface of the tablet by modulating their pen pressure and enlarging the writing size. Yet, there is no research that compared handwriting performance of participants without prior writing instruction (preschoolers) with that of beginning writers (second graders) and experienced writers (adults).

The present study
-----------------

The aim of the present study is to determine whether there are general and task-related effects of different levels of automaticity during writing on a tablet and on paper. To reach a comprehensive understanding of different levels of handwriting performance we chose the following three tasks with differing task demands assessing (1) graphomotor abilities---using continuous and repetitive patterns that participants had to copy, (2) visuomotor abilities---using a standardized test for which participants had to copy geometric forms and (3) automatic handwriting abilities---using a word-copying task. For all three tasks we evaluated handwriting quality (writing product) and handwriting dynamics (writing process). Measures of handwriting quality reflect influences of the writing surface on the handwriting performance, which are immediately visible to the writer. In contrast, the handwriting dynamics reflect subconscious motor and cognitive processes that can only be detected through handwriting measures recorded by the tablet. Further, we wanted to capture different levels of handwriting automaticity to investigate whether group differences could be due to a distinct adaptation to the smoother and unfamiliar writing surface (i.e., the tablet). Until now handwriting development research has focused on comparing adults\' and children\'s handwriting performance. We added the group of preschoolers with very basic handwriting skills and conducted the study with three participant groups with different levels of handwriting automaticity (preschoolers, second graders, and adults). We expected that preschoolers perform worse regarding the handwriting quality and with lower automaticity in handwriting dynamics in all tasks compared to the second graders and adults. We predicted similar results for the second graders\' handwriting performance compared to the one of the adults\'. Taken together, we used a wide-ranging set of tasks to obtain a comprehensive picture on different dimensions of handwriting and to explore task-dependent adaptations to the writing surface. Handwriting quality and dynamics might be modulated by the participant\'s experience with writing on the tablet or paper and by the participant\'s level of handwriting automaticity.

Methods and materials {#s2}
=====================

Participants
------------

To capture the development in handwriting, we recruited three groups with varying levels of handwriting automaticity. Twenty-five preschoolers \[17 female, mean age 5.4 years (*SD*: 0.6)\] and 27 children in second grade \[14 female, mean age 7.7 years (*SD*: 0.5)\] were tested in this study. The preschoolers were recruited from three different kindergartens in Potsdam and the second graders from a day care center in Potsdam. The presented study also included a control group of 25 adults \[21 female, mean age 21.8 years (*SD*: 2.6)\] taken from an earlier study (Gerth et al., [@B19]). All participants were right-handed German native speakers and naïve to the purpose of the study. They had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The parents of the children were informed about the study in an information letter and gave their written informed consent for the participation of their children. The study was approved by the ethics committee of the University of Potsdam (Reference number 41/2014) and it was conducted in accordance with the ethical standards laid down in the Declaration of Helsinki.

Procedure
---------

We conducted the study in two conditions: (1) writing with a Lenovo Pen on a ThinkPad X61 and (2) writing on a sheet of paper with an Intuous Inking Pen. To obtain the same handwriting measures as in condition (1) we placed the paper on a digitizer (Intuos4 XL DTP) and the digitizer was connected via an USB cable to a ThinkPad X61 (henceforth tablet). We could thus record performances with the same temporal and spatial resolution in both conditions. The digitizer and the tablet have tarnished plastic surfaces. The paper has a density of 80 g/m^2^. In order to level the height of the tablet with the forearm of the participant\'s writing hand we used a wooden frame (width: 62 cm, length: 46 cm, height: 3 cm). We set the sampling frequency of both devices to 133 Hz using the Wacom© software. The acquisition software was programmed in C\# and XAML using Visual Studio Community 2013 Update 4 and the Windows Presentation Foundation runtime libraries provided by the Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5© Microsoft. In the methods study by Gerth et al. ([@B19]) the friction of the two writing surfaces was quantified in an experimental set-up. The results showed that the friction of the paper surface was higher compared to the tablet surface (mean in writing velocity paper: 17.91 mm/s, tablet: 35.15 mm/s).

The preschoolers were tested individually in a quiet room in the kindergarten and the second graders in a silent room in the day care center. The adults\' control group was tested in a silent laboratory at the University of Potsdam. All participants sat in a chair adjusted to their height in front of a table on which we positioned the tablet or paper on a digitizer. Half of the participants in each group started with condition (1), the other half with condition (2). Before the actual experiment, participants were familiarized with the medium by writing their first name and drawing circles around a dot. To prevent any bias from handedness the experimenter placed the pen in the middle of the tablet in front of each participant. Only right-handed participants were included in the study to prevent distorted results due to handedness. One session took approximately 20 min for all participants. The time between sessions varied between 2 and 19 days.

Materials
---------

We used three different tasks (used also by Gerth et al., [@B19]) measuring (a) graphomotor abilities, (b) visuomotor abilities, and (c) handwriting abilities (copying the phrase "Sonne und Wellen" \[German for "sun and waves"\]). Each task was performed twice by each participant, once on a tablet with a pen and in another session on paper attached to a tablet. We kept the writing space and the order of tasks parallel in both sessions.

### Graphomotor abilities

In order to investigate graphomotor abilities we used four continuous and repetitive movement patterns: (1) loop patterns without constraints (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), (2) loop patterns around dots (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), (3) zigzag lines (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), and (4) staircase patterns (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). For the first task, the experimenter drew the loop pattern and the participant had to copy the movement on the next screen (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). For all other tasks the pattern to copy was given in the upper half of the screen and the participant copied the pattern below. Each pattern was produced twice by the participant. The writing space for all four tasks had a size of 24.7 × 8.5 cm.

![**Instruction (A): Copy the loop pattern on the next screen. (B--D)** Copy the pattern above in the space below. Reprinted from Gerth et al. ([@B19]) with permission from Elsevier.](fpsyg-07-01308-g0001){#F1}

### Visuomotor abilities

We were further interested in those visuomotor abilities that are known to predict handwriting measures. Therefore, we selected two tasks of the standardized test of visuomotor abilities, the Beery-Buktenica Developmental Test of Visual-Motor Integration (VMI) 6th Edition (Beery and Beery, [@B5]). This test is child-friendly and captures how visual perception and finger-hand movements are coordinated in children and adults, e.g., during handwriting (Volman et al., [@B52]). We used the first 9 items of the VMI and the Motor Coordination (MC) tasks because these forms can be mastered even by children who cannot write (Weil and Cunningham-Amundson, [@B53]). Since we tested preschool children without any prior instruction in writing this was an important criterion for item selection. The first 9 forms in both tasks (VMI and MC) are identical. We created a digital version of both tests to be able to track the handwriting process on a tablet.

For the first task, the VMI, participants had to copy geometric forms (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) that were shown in the upper half of the screen (in groups of three items) into a square directly below (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, in the second task, the MC, participants traced a geometric form (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) by connecting the dots (starting at the black dot) without crossing the double-lined path. The figures to be copied were presented in the upper half of the screen in a smaller scale which is in accordance with the guidelines of the standardized test (Figure [2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Each square for both tasks had a size of 7.5 × 7.5 cm.

![**The first nine forms of the Visual-Motor Integration task (A) and the Motor Coordination task (B) (Beery and Beery, [@B5])**. The writing space of the VMI **(C)** and the MC **(D)**. Reprinted from Gerth et al. ([@B19]) with permission from Elsevier.](fpsyg-07-01308-g0002){#F2}

### Handwriting abilities

Lastly, we investigated the process of writing the phrase "Sonne und Wellen" (German, in English "sun and waves"). This task was only administered with two participant groups, the second graders, and the adults, since the preschoolers had no prior writing instruction and could therefore not complete this writing task. The participants copied the phrase 10 times on given lines in their own handwriting speed. We did not constraint the type of handwriting---printed or cursive. The printed phrase was presented at the top of the screen to prevent any bias due to the participants\' memory capacity (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The lines were 15 cm long and the space between the lines was 2.4 cm (100 px).

![**The writing space for "Sonne und Wellen" (German, English "sun and waves")**. Reprinted from Gerth et al. ([@B19]) with permission from Elsevier.](fpsyg-07-01308-g0003){#F3}

### Data analysis

To evaluate the handwriting product, we ran linear models on the error points (dependent variable) for each task with the factor Medium (tablet vs. paper) and the factor Group (preschool, second grade, adults) for the between-group comparisons using the software R version 3.0.1 (R Development Core Team, [@B41]).

For the analysis of the handwriting process measures, the *x*- and *y*-coordinates of the pen were recorded together with the time with a sampling frequency of 133 Hz. We smoothed the resulting velocity profiles by implementing the non-parametrical kernel estimation devised by Marquardt and Mai ([@B33]) with the help of R-scripts (R version 3.0.1, R Development Team Core Team 2013). Then we computed the writing velocity by taking the first derivative of the *x*- and *y*-coordinates with respect to time. To obtain the number of inversions in velocity (NIVs) we calculated the sum of all NIVs per item. NIVs are sometimes calculated as the sum per up-stroke and down-stroke (Tucha et al., [@B50]). However, we changed this to the sum of all NIVs for one item because we did not exclusively test the writing of words.

We performed a standard outlier adjustment of the data based on the handwriting process measures by excluding data that were 3 standard deviations (*SD*\'s) above the group mean for all handwriting measures (listed in Section Handwriting Process Measures). These data were mainly due to technical problems, misunderstandings of the instructions or other external factors. Additionally for writing velocity we excluded data 3 *SD*\'s below the group mean. For the VMI and MC task the item complexity varied substantially, hence we excluded data based on the mean of the item instead of the group mean. In total we excluded 5.2% for the paper condition (preschool children: 6.6%, second graders: 5.9% and adults: 3.3%) and 5.2% for the tablet condition (preschool children: 4.8%, second graders: 6.1% and adults: 3.8%). In a next step we excluded a data point in the data set for the tablet condition if it had previously been removed for the paper condition and the other way around, because we were interested in the direct comparison of the two writing surfaces. Thereby we could apply repeated-measures for the statistical analyses without any problems due to missing data. In total we excluded 9.4% of the data.

We analyzed each task separately by applying linear mixed-effect models with repeated measures using the function lme() provided by the software R version 3.0.1 (R Development Core Team, [@B41]) and the nlme-package (Pinheiro et al., [@B39]). For each handwriting measure (dependent variable) we ran a separate model. The independent variables were the factor Medium (tablet vs. paper) and for the group-comparison the factor Group (preschool, second grade, adults). The models were fit using the maximum likelihood method (method = "ML") and participants were used as random factors within the factor Medium (random = 1\|\~Participant/Medium). We log-transformed the writing duration and the in air time in order to avoid skewed distributions.

### Handwriting product evaluation

To evaluate the quality of the produced items we scored the results of the tasks visually. The standardized tasks VMI and MC were evaluated according to the manual of the Beery-Buktenica Developmental Test of Visual-Motor Integration 6th Edition (Beery and Beery, [@B5]). Each geometric form was quantified by two raters (1---correctly copied item, 0---incorrectly copied item) and the total score quantifies how accurately the participants copied the forms.

For the graphomotor and the handwriting abilities task we created a scoring scheme that was inspired by the standardized Minnesota Handwriting Assessment, MHA (Reisman, [@B43]). We used 5 error categories for the graphomotor abilities and 4 error categories for the handwriting abilities. The 5 error categories for graphomotor abilities were: (1) pen lift during the task, (2) overlapping loops, (3) the lowest point of a loop is drawn lower than the highest point of any other loop (which means that the loops had to be drawn in a horizontal orientation), (4) a loop is unrecognizable, and (5) upside-down loops. To quantify the quality of the handwriting abilities task we created a similar rating scheme with 4 error categories: (1) legibility, (2) shape, (3) alignment in relation to the base line, and (4) spacing between letters. Each symbol (e.g., loop) and each letter (of "Sonne und Wellen") was rated separately in each of the 5 error categories. For the handwriting task there are 14 letters in total for one item. The rater scored the legibility for each of the 14 letters and counted how often an error of legibility occurred. If a participant made 3 legibility errors, then 3 was divided by 14 (maximum of letters) to obtain the total error points score for legibility of this item (= 0.21). This scoring procedure was applied to all 4 error categories for the handwriting abilities. If there was no error in one of the categories the score was set to 0. In the end the scores of the error categories were summed up and divided by 4 (= total number of error categories for handwriting abilities) to obtain the total error score for an item (with two decimal places). We used the same scoring scheme for loops without dots (maximum number of loops was equal to the number of loops drawn), loops with dots (maximum number of loops: 7), zigzag lines (maximum number of triangles: 7), and the staircase pattern (maximum number was set to number of possible strokes: 13).

### Handwriting process measures

To evaluate the handwriting process we calculated the following handwriting measures.

*Writing duration:* the time in milliseconds (ms) that the pen is on the surface of the tablet or paper (pressure \> 0). This gives an indication of temporal performance and is linked to average velocity (Rosenblum et al., [@B45]).

*Writing velocity*: in millimeter per second (mm/s). This measure is used to evaluate the fluidity in handwriting performance (Rosenblum et al., [@B45]).

*In air time*: the time in ms that the pen is above the surface (distance \< 1 cm). This measure indicates breaks in writing and might be linked to higher level processes (Rosenblum et al., [@B45]; Sumner et al., [@B46]).

*Number of strokes:* determines continuous movements until the pen is lifted from the surface (pressure = 0). A large number of strokes might reveal irregular and non-automatized writing (Tucha et al., [@B50]).

*Number of inversions in velocity (NIV):* indicate the degree of handwriting automaticity and are related to the number of accelerations and decelerations during writing. While low NIVs characterize an automatized and smooth movement, higher NIVs are associated with a lesser degree of automaticity, for instance when adults are asked to mentally track their own handwriting movements (Marquardt et al., [@B32]; Tucha et al., [@B50]).

Results {#s3}
=======

At first we will present the results of our visual evaluation of the quality of the produced items (Section Handwriting Product Evaluation) and then examine the results of the handwriting process measures (Section Handwriting Process Measures). For both parts we will firstly review the results of the comparison between the two surfaces (tablet vs. paper) to show differences in graphomotor execution between the media and secondly the results for the between-group analyses to investigate differences in the level of handwriting acquisition.

Handwriting product evaluation
------------------------------

### Graphomotor abilities

Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} presents a summary of the data and statistical effects for our scoring of the handwriting products for each of the tasks. Regarding the graphomotor abilities we found differences between the execution on the tablet and paper for loops with dots only for the preschool children (*p* = 0.048) such that they obtained more error points on the tablet compared to paper. For zigzag lines all groups showed differences between the two writing surfaces (preschool: *p* \< 0.001; second grade: *p* \< 0.001; adults: *p* = 0.039), the preschoolers and second graders received more error points in the tablet condition while the adults showed the opposite pattern with more error points for the paper condition. For the last task, the staircase pattern, only the adults showed a significant difference between the media (*p* \< 0.001) with more error points when executing the task on paper compared to on the tablet.

###### 

**Means and standard deviations in parentheses for the scoring of the handwriting product**.

                                                       **Preschool**   **Second grade**   **Adults**
  ---------------------------------------------------- --------------- ------------------ ---------------
  **LOOPS WITHOUT DOTS---ERROR POINTS**                                                   
  Paper                                                0.175 (0.134)   0.072 (0.112)      0.042 (0.017)
  Tablet                                               0.186 (0.114)   0.077 (0.038)      0.039 (0.018)
  *p*-value                                            0.695           0.756              0.498
  *b*-value                                            0.010           0.005              −0.002
  **LOOPS WITH DOTS---ERROR POINTS**                                                      
  Paper                                                0.132 (0.099)   0.061 (0.032)      0.034 (0.012)
  Tablet                                               0.204 (0.232)   0.078 (0.059)      0.038 (0.014)
  *p*-value                                            0.048^\*^       0.066              0.079
  *b*-value                                            0.072           0.017              0.005
  **ZIGZAG LINES---ERROR POINTS**                                                         
  Paper                                                0.148 (0.070)   0.078 (0.046)      0.072 (0.068)
  Tablet                                               0.197 (0.051)   0.186 (0.072)      0.051 (0.023)
  *p*-value                                            \<0.001^\*^     \<0.001^\*^        0.044^\*^
  *b*-value                                            0.049           0.109              −0.021
  **STAIRCASE PATTERN---ERROR POINTS**                                                    
  Paper                                                0.064 (0.054)   0.052 (0.034)      0.095 (0.039)
  Tablet                                               0.071 (0.033)   0.054 (0.029)      0.064 (0.017)
  *p*-value                                            0.463           0.741              \<0.001^\*^
  *b*-value                                            0.007           0.002              −0.031
  **VISUAL MOTOR INTEGRATION (VMI)---ACCURACY IN %**                                      
  Paper                                                92.9 (25.8)     99.6 (6.2)         100 (0)
  Tablet                                               85.0 (35.7)     96.5 (18.3)        99.6 (6.7)
  *p*-value                                            \<0.001^\*^     0.011^\*^          0.318
  *b*-value                                            −0.078          −0.031             −0.004
  **MOTOR COORDINATION (MC)---ACCURACY IN %**                                             
  Paper                                                94.7 (22.5)     98.9 (10.7)        100 (0)
  Tablet                                               85.5 (35.3)     91.6 (27.8)        98.7 (11.5)
  *p*-value                                            \<0.001^\*^     \<0.001^\*^        0.083
  *b*-value                                            −0.092          −0.073             −0.013
  **WRITING "SUN AND WAVES"---ERROR POINTS**                                              
  Paper                                                --              0.116 (0.094)      0.125 (0.109)
  Tablet                                                               0.125 (0.085)      0.165 (0.122)
  *p*-value                                                            0.220              \<0.001^\*^
  *b*-value                                                            0.010              0.040

*The p-value refers to the comparison for Medium (tablet vs. paper). The b-value refers to the regression coefficient of the tablet condition in comparison to paper. The asterisk indicates significant effects below an alpha-level of 0.05*.

The results of between-group analyses show that preschoolers obtained more error points compared to adults for all four graphomotor ability tasks (all *p* \< 0.001; loops without dots *b* = −0.038, loops with dots *b* = −0.067, zigzag lines *b* = −0.069, staircase pattern *b* = −0.038) and preschoolers produced more error points than second graders for loops without dots (*p* \< 0.001, *b* = 0.104), loops with dots (*p* \< 0.001, *b* = −0.071), and zigzag lines (*p* \< 0.001, *b* = −0.071). The comparison of second graders and adults yielded a significantly worse performance for second graders only for the staircase pattern (*p* \< 0.001, *b* = 0.043). Additionally we obtained significant interactions between the factor Medium (tablet vs. paper) and Group (preschool, second grade, adults) for three of the tasks: (1) for loops with dots between preschoolers and adults (*p* = 0.022, *b* = −0.067; preschoolers showed a difference in error points between paper and tablet while there was no such difference for the adults), (2) for zigzag lines between preschoolers and adults (*p* \< 0.001, *b* = −0.069) as well as second graders and adults (*p* \< 0.001, *b* = −0.129; adults exhibited more error points on paper but preschoolers and second graders produced more error points on the tablet) and between preschoolers and second graders (*p* \< 0.001, *b* = 0.060; second graders obtained a larger increase in error points between tablet and paper than preschoolers), and (3) for the staircase pattern between preschoolers and adults (*p* \< 0.001, *b* = −0.383) as well as second graders and adults (*p* \< 0.001, *b* = −0.033; adults showed a significant difference in error points between tablet and paper whereas preschoolers and second graders did not). Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} visualizes the significant interactions (2) and (3).

![**The significant interaction between medium and group for the error points of zigzag lines and the staircase pattern (with standard errors)**.](fpsyg-07-01308-g0004){#F4}

### Visuomotor abilities

Two raters evaluated the visuomotor ability tasks, VMI and MC, according to the test manual (Beery and Beery, [@B5]). The accuracy data describes how accurately the participants copied the geometric forms (VMI) or traced the geometric forms without crossing the double-lined path (MC). The comparison between tablet and paper yielded differences only for the children groups for the VMI (preschool: *p* \< 0.001; second grade: *p* = 0.011) as well as the MC (preschool: *p* \< 0.001; second grade: *p* \< 0.001) such that both groups showed a better performance (fewer error points) on paper compared to the tablet condition for both tasks. The adults were at ceiling performance and exhibited no differences between the two media.

The between-group analyses revealed differences in group performances for both tasks (VMI and MC) between preschoolers and adults (VMI: *p* \< 0.001, *b* = −0.074; MC: *p* = 0.009, *b* = 0.053) as well as between preschoolers and second graders (VMI: *p* \< 0.001, *b* = −0.067; MC: *p* = 0.033, *b* = −0.042) mirroring the fact that preschoolers performed less accurate than second graders and adults; additionally second graders were less accurate than adults in both tasks. Furthermore, we found significant interactions between Medium (tablet vs. paper) and Group (preschool, second grade, adults) for both tasks. For VMI the interaction was significant between preschoolers and adults (*p* = 0.005, *b* = −0.074) meaning that we did not find a difference in accuracy between-media for adults but for preschoolers. For MC the analyses revealed two interactions: one between preschoolers and adults (*p* = 0.006, *b* = 0.079) and a second one between second graders and adults (*p* = 0.033, *b* = 0.059) showing that both children groups exhibited significant differences in performance on the tablet and on paper whereas the adults showed no such between-media difference in accuracy.

### Handwriting abilities

The results of writing the phrase "Sonne und Wellen" showed differences between writing on paper vs. on the tablet only for the adults\' group (*p* \< 0.001) who wrote less well on the tablet than on paper. The performance of the second graders was not significantly different between the media (*p* = 0.220) but pointed into the same direction as the results of adults.

When comparing the second graders\' performance to that of the adults we found only a significant interaction between Medium (tablet vs. paper) and Group (second grade, adults; *p* = 0.016, *b* = −0.031) mirroring the fact that adults showed a difference in error points between tablet and paper whereas the second graders exhibited no such difference.

Handwriting process measures
----------------------------

### Graphomotor abilities

Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} presents the descriptive data and statistical effects for the writing measures of the graphomotor abilities for the three groups. We will review the results in the order of the writing measures.

###### 

**Means and standard deviations in parentheses for writing measures of the graphomotor abilities**.

                           **Writing duration (ms)**   **In air time (ms)**   **Number of pen lifts**   **Velocity (mm/s)**   **NIVs**
  ------------------------ --------------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------- --------------------- ---------------
  **LOOPS WITHOUT DOTS**                                                                                                      
  **Preschool**                                                                                                               
  Paper                    11918.97 (5832.35)          394.29 (1054.81)       1.69 (1.32)               41.40 (20.29)         76.94 (41.51)
  Tablet                   8741.83 (3988.76)           37.20 (181.56)         1.06 (0.24)               54.78 (22.61)         52.46 (26.18)
  *p*-value                0.012^\*^                   0.039^\*^              0.038^\*^                 0.026^\*^             0.005^\*^
  *b*-value                −0.305                      −1.789                 −0.762                    12.264                −24.762
  **Second grade**                                                                                                            
  Paper                    9548.36 (5591.74)           127.50 (358.57)        1.36 (0.79)               59.21 (25.31)         60.43 (34.95)
  Tablet                   6696.05 (2497.08)           128.81 (307.44)        1.19 (0.40)               80.49 (20.93)         40.64 (14.84)
  *p*-value                0.077                       0.638                  0.524                     0.014^\*^             0.024^\*^
  *b*-value                −0.239                      0.370                  −0.104                    17.825                −18.875
  **Adults**                                                                                                                  
  Paper                    4760.90 (1273.86)           0                      1                         104.55 (36.75)        34.88 (7.46)
  Tablet                   4549.95 (934.84)            0                      1                         125.06 (31.97)        32.30 (5.75)
  *p*-value                0.216                       −                      −                         \<0.001^\*^           0.021^\*^
  *b*-value                −0.047                      −                      −                         23.979                −2.920
  **LOOPS WITH DOTS**                                                                                                         
  **Preschool**                                                                                                               
  Paper                    15487.32 (5731.07)          355.86 (1012.18)       1.43 (1.04)               28.64 (10.78)         95.84 (37.34)
  Tablet                   13698.38 (4273.72)          314.38 (570.60)        1.49 (0.80)               37.24 (11.94)         78.68 (25.40)
  *p*-value                0.226                       0.226                  0.909                     0.011^\*^             0.039^\*^
  *b*-value                −0.108                      1.066                  0.025                     8.130                 −17.300
  **Second grade**                                                                                                            
  Paper                    12883.36 (4278.60)          157.79 (302.76)        1.30 (0.55)               31.47 (13.97)         75.49 (28.41)
  Tablet                   11376.30 (3010.24)          276.87 (620.24)        1.38 (0.74)               41.80 (14.93)         63.91 (19.20)
  *p*-value                0.173                       0.980                  0.499                     0.001^\*^             0.125
  *b*-value                −0.091                      −0.022                 0.096                     9.984                 −10.038
  **Adults**                                                                                                                  
  Paper                    8168.95 (2420.36)           0                      1                         43.03 (16.07)         43.36 (12.50)
  Tablet                   7636.17 (2165.83)           0                      1                         53.17 (18.17)         42.63 (9.90)
  *p*-value                0.026^\*^                   −                      −                         \<0.001^\*^           0.249
  *b*-value                −0.099                      −                      −                         11.853                −2.960
  **ZIGZAG LINES**                                                                                                            
  **Preschool**                                                                                                               
  Paper                    11609.78 (3801.26)          393.22 (1007.98)       1.68 (1.66)               34.13 (15.01)         67.46 (27.90)
  Tablet                   9993.20 (2860.59)           46.78 (184.47)         1.07 (0.26)               48.89 (17.22)         52.20 (16.32)
  *p*-value                0.025^\*^                   0.105                  0.056                     \<0.001^\*^           0.005^\*^
  *b*-value                −0.122                      −1.337                 −0.696                    14.413                −13.913
  **Second grade**                                                                                                            
  Paper                    10986.82 (4088.58)          85.69 (174.71)         1.18 (0.49)               33.37 (14.80)         60.47 (25.23)
  Tablet                   9818.04 (2784.52)           232.79 (306.19)        1.31 (0.60)               47.81 (19.03)         51.09 (14.44)
  *p*−value                0.039^\*^                   0.212                  0.558                     \<0.001^\*^           0.015^\*^
  *b*−value                −0.104                      0.995                  0.083                     14.745                −9.917
  **Adults**                                                                                                                  
  Paper                    7938.73 (2511.17)           0                      1                         40.54 (15.37)         42.52 (12.70)
  Tablet                   7552.21 (2467.75)           0                      1                         51.83 (18.95)         40.50 (10.45)
  *p*-value                0.188                       −                      −                         \<0.001^\*^           0.211
  *b*-value                −0.063                      −                      −                         12.636                −2.348
  **STAIRCASE PATTERN**                                                                                                       
  **Preschool**                                                                                                               
  Paper                    12785.67 (4419.22)          264.90 (894.64)        1.43 (1.40)               16.84 (6.37)          76.64 (29.77)
  Tablet                   14368.05 (6587.95)          357.93 (1171.46)       1.36 (0.91)               20.29 (8.83)          78.88 (29.73)
  *p*-value                0.263                       0.816                  0.509                     0.114                 0.789
  *b*-value                0.094                       0.180                  −0.250                    2.870                 1.896
  **Second grade**                                                                                                            
  Paper                    12917.60 (4562.05)          142.18 (373.93)        1.20 (0.40)               13.55 (5.45)          78.86 (29.11)
  Tablet                   11619.42 (3897.41)          323.88 (608.87)        1.46 (0.81)               18.62 (7.33)          70.20 (24.67)
  *p*-value                0.200                       0.056                  0.033^\*^                 \<0.001^\*^           0.214
  *b*-value                −0.085                      1.553                  0.352                     4.715                 −6.926
  **Adults**                                                                                                                  
  Paper                    8301.65 (2647.80)           48.86 (288.61)         1.10 (0.57)               20.76 (8.14)          48.88 (18.13)
  Tablet                   7663.69 (2462.25)           0                      1                         26.78 (10.32)         44.43 (15.60)
  *p*-value                0.051                       −                      −                         \<0.001^\*^           0.047^\*^
  *b*-value                −0.090                      −                      −                         6.610                 −5.484

*The p-value refers to the comparison for Medium (tablet vs. paper). The b-value refers to the regression coefficient of the tablet condition in comparison to paper. The asterisk indicates significant effects below an alpha-level of 0.05*.

The writing duration was longer on paper than on tablet for loops without dots for the preschool children (*p* = 0.012), for loops with dots for the adults (*p* = 0.026), and for zigzag lines for the two children groups (preschool: *p* = 0.025; second grade: *p* = 0.039). Regarding in air time we found longer in air times for the paper condition than in the tablet condition for loops without dots for the preschool children (*p* = 0.039)[^1^](#fn0001){ref-type="fn"}. Similarly we found more pen lifts for the paper condition compared to the tablet condition for loops without dots for the preschool children (*p* = 0.038) and for the staircase pattern the second graders lifted the pen more often in the tablet condition compared to paper (*p* = 0.033). The writing velocity was higher on the tablet than on paper for all tasks and all groups (all *p* \< 0.026) except for the staircase pattern in the preschool children (*p* = 0.114). There were significantly fewer NIVs in the tablet condition compared to paper for loops without dots in all groups (preschool: *p* = 0.005; second grade: *p* = 0.024; adults: *p* = 0.021), for loops with dots only in the preschool group (*p* = 0.039), for zigzag lines in both children groups (preschool: *p* = 0.005; second grade: *p* = 0.015), and for the staircase pattern only in the adults group (*p* = 0.047).

Earlier research found that a smoother handwriting movement (= higher velocity) is associated with fewer NIVs (= more automatized and smoother movement; Meulenbroek and Van Galen, [@B38]; Gerth et al., [@B19]), therefore we computed Kendall\'s tau correlations[^2^](#fn0002){ref-type="fn"} between writing velocity and NIVs. For all four tasks and all three groups these two handwriting measures were negatively correlated, meaning that a smoother movement produced fewer NIVs (all *p* \< 0.001; loops without dots: preschool τ = −0.66, second grade τ = −0.58, adults τ = −0.33; loops with dots: preschool τ = −0.67; second grade τ = −0.63; adults τ = −0.62; zigzag lines: preschool τ = −0.53; second grade τ = −0.57; adults τ = −0.59; staircase pattern: preschool τ = −0.71; second grade τ = −0.61; adults τ = −0.68).

Results of the between-group analyses for writing duration revealed for all four tasks that preschoolers wrote longer than adults (all *p* \< 0.001, loops without dots *b* = −0.846, loops with dots *b* = −0.600, zigzag lines *b* = −0.373, staircase pattern *b* = −0.463) and preschoolers wrote longer than second graders for loops without dots (*p* = 0.034, *b* = −0.252) and loops with dots (*p* = 0.033, *b* = −0.193) as well as second graders wrote longer than adults for all four tasks (all *p* \< 0.001, loops without dots *b* = −0.594, loops with dots *b* = −0.408, zigzag lines *b* = −0.331, staircase pattern *b* = −0.431). For in air time we found that for loops without dots, loops with dots and zigzag lines preschoolers lifted the pen longer than adults (all *p* \< 0.008, loops without dots *b* = −2.351, loops with dots *b* = −2.002, zigzag lines *b* = −2.077) and second graders produced longer in air times than adults for loops without dots (*p* = 0.011, *b* = −1.552) and loops with dots (*p* = 0.003, *b* = −2.439). We also found significant interactions for in air time between Medium (tablet vs. paper) and Group (preschool, second grade, adults) for loops without dots between preschoolers and adults (*p* = 0.036, *b* = 1.789; preschoolers show a significant difference between tablet and paper while there was no difference for adults) and for zigzag lines between preschoolers and second graders \[*p* = 0.007, *b* = 2.333; preschoolers exhibited numerically longer in air times for paper whereas second graders produced (numerically) longer in air times in the tablet condition\]. For number of pen lifts we found that preschoolers lifted the pen more often than adults for all four tasks (all *p* \< 0.05, loops without dots *b* = −0.833, loops with dots *b* = −0.525, zigzag lines *b* = −0.761, staircase pattern *b* = −0.574), preschoolers produced more pen lifts than second graders for loops without dots (*p* = 0.019, *b* = −0.500) and for zigzag lines (*p* = 0.015, *b* = −0.511). Additionally, we found significant interactions for loops without dots between preschoolers and adults (*p* = 0.008, *b* = 0.762; preschoolers showed a difference in pen lifts between the two writing surface whereas the adults did not lift the pen for either of the two) and between preschoolers and second graders (*p* = 0.027, *b* = 0.658; preschoolers show a significant difference in the number of pen lifts between tablet and paper whereas the second graders showed no difference), as well as for zigzag lines between preschoolers and adults (*p* = 0.026, *b* = 0.696; preschoolers lifted the pen numerically more often for paper whereas the adults showed no difference between media) and between preschoolers and second graders (*p* = 0.010, *b* = 0.779; preschoolers lifted the pen numerically more often for paper whereas second graders produced more pen lifts for the tablet). For writing velocity we found that preschoolers wrote significantly slower than adults for loops without dots (*p* \< 0.001, *b* = 59.970) and loops with dots (*p* \< 0.001, *b* = 12.235), further preschoolers wrote slower than second graders for loops without dots (*p* = 0.010, *b* = 18.546), and second graders wrote slower than adults for loops without dots (*p* \< 0.001, *b* = 41.424), loops with dots (*p* = 0.022, *b* = 9.260), and the staircase pattern (*p* = 0.002, *b* = 6.964). For the NIVs we found that preschoolers produced significantly more NIVs than adults for all tasks (*p* \< 0.001, loops without dots *b* = −42.792, loops with dots *b* = −52.080, zigzag lines *b* = −23.630, staircase pattern *b* = −31.089); preschoolers also produced more NIVs than second graders for loops without dots (*p* = 0.026, *b* = −16.473) and loops with dots (*p* = 0.002, *b* = −21.946) and second graders produced more NIVs than adults for all four tasks (all *p* \< 0.001, loops without dots *b* = −26.319, loops with dots *b* = −30.134, zigzag lines *p* = −18.500, staircase pattern *b* = −28.689). Furthermore, we found significant interactions for Medium and Group between preschoolers and adults for loops without dots (*p* = 0.018, *b* = 21.842; preschoolers showed a bigger difference between the writing surfaces than the adults and performed worse than adults) and zigzag lines (*p* = 0.012, *b* = 11.565; preschoolers exhibited a difference in NIVs between tablet and paper whereas the adults showed no such difference). We illustrate these interactions between Medium and Group in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}.

![**The significant interaction between medium and group for the NIVs of loops without dots and zigzag lines (with standard errors)**.](fpsyg-07-01308-g0005){#F5}

### Visuomotor abilities

Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} shows a summary of the data and statistical effects for the handwriting measures of the VMI and MC tests. Only the adults wrote significantly longer on the computer compared to paper for the MC (*p* = 0.028). The writing velocity was higher on the tablet for all groups for the VMI (preschool: *p* \< 0.001; second grade: *p* = 0.002; adults: *p* \< 0.001). For the MC we found a higher writing velocity on the tablet only for the children groups (preschool: *p* \< 0.001; second grade: *p* = 0.037). Regarding the NIVs only the preschool children produced more NIVs on paper compared to the tablet (*p* = 0.030).

###### 

**Means and standard deviations in parentheses for writing measures of the visuomotor abilities**.

                                       **Writing duration (ms)**   **In air time (ms)**   **Number of pen lifts**   **Velocity (mm/s)**   **NIVs**
  ------------------------------------ --------------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------- --------------------- ---------------
  **VISUAL MOTOR INTEGRATION (VMI)**                                                                                                      
  **Preschool**                                                                                                                           
  Paper                                1728.87 (1210.87)           119.44 (244.08)        1.31 (0.54)               33.85 (19.08)         11.81 (7.98)
  Tablet                               1596.60 (1190.47)           172.12 (420.25)        1.31 (0.57)               42.86 (26.10)         10.11 (7.20)
  *p*-value                            0.157                       0.960                  1                         \<0.001^\*^           0.030^\*^
  *b*-value                            −0.095                      0.014                  0.000                     9.008                 −1.702
  **Second grade**                                                                                                                        
  Paper                                1935.90 (1380.33)           120.38 (243.92)        1.27 (0.48)               31.06 (21.60)         12.78 (9.51)
  Tablet                               1706.09 (1302.76)           161.63 (322.23)        1.31 (0.56)               42.02 (27.26)         10.83 (8.22)
  *p*-value                            0.099                       0.564                  0.409                     0.002^\*^             0.061
  *b*-value                            −0.140                      0.153                  0.042                     6.976                 −1.939
  **Adults**                                                                                                                              
  Paper                                1830.15 (1243.23)           219.59 (400.72)        1.45 (0.80)               29.88 (19.19)         11.79 (7.80)
  Tablet                               1792.31 (1300.92)           200.85 (359.22)        1.35 (0.62)               37.04 (23.89)         10.51 (7.78)
  *p*-value                            0.562                       0.586                  0.104                     \<0.001^\*^           0.107
  *b*-value                            −0.033                      −0.160                 −0.115                    6.976                 −1.135
  **MOTOR COORDINATION (MC)**                                                                                                             
  **Preschool**                                                                                                                           
  Paper                                3971.81 (2179.46)           394.59 (688.39)        1.50 (0.79)               15.04 (7.13)          27.87 (16.39)
  Tablet                               3819.11 (2416.13)           376.71 (778.39)        1.44 (0.78)               18.71 (8.69)          25.13 (16.19)
  *p*-value                            0.222                       0.291                  0.520                     \<0.001^\*^           0.105
  *b*-value                            −0.076                      −0.351                 −0.051                    3.674                 −2.742
  **Second grade**                                                                                                                        
  Paper                                3995.59 (2470.78)           312.07 (530.39)        1.48 (0.75)               15.17 (7.40)          27.86 (17.27)
  Tablet                               4040.81 (2462.22)           308.78 (558.84)        1.42 (0.70)               17.19 (7.96)          25.85 (15.69)
  *p*-value                            0.866                       0.572                  0.388                     0.037^\*^             0.200
  *b*-value                            0.010                       −0.175                 −0.061                    1.947                 −2.014
  **Adults**                                                                                                                              
  Paper                                2582.54 (1546.54)           199.66 (380.76)        1.40 (0.73)               21.53 (11.40)         16.77 (9.98)
  Tablet                               2938.22 (1694.12)           232.25 (429.96)        1.41 (0.71)               21.00 (10.29)         17.02 (10.55)
  *p*-value                            0.028^\*^                   0.682                  0.946                     0.964                 0.969
  *b*-value                            0.127                       0.119                  −0.005                    −0.044                −0.038

*The p-value refers to the comparison for Medium (tablet vs. paper). The b-value refers to the regression coefficient of the tablet condition in comparison to paper. The asterisk indicates significant effects below an alpha-level of 0.05*.

The correlation analyses between writing velocity and NIVs revealed an inverse relationship between these two measures (all *p* \< 0.001; VMI: preschool τ = --0.37, second grade τ = −0.39, adults τ = −0.40; MC: preschool τ = --0.38, second grade τ = --0.39, adults τ = --0.34).

The between-group analyses of writing duration revealed for the MC that preschoolers wrote longer than adults (*p* \< 0.001, *b* = 0.445) and longer than second graders (*p* \< 0.001, *b* = 0.425). Further the interaction between Medium (tablet vs. paper) and Group was significant for the MC between preschoolers and adults (*p* = 0.016, *b* = --0.204; preschoolers show no difference between the two writing surfaces whereas adults wrote longer on the tablet than paper). There were no significant effects for in air time. For the number of pen lifts we found for the VMI that preschoolers lifted the pen less often than adults (*p* = 0.003, *b* = 0.134) and more often than the second graders (*p* = 0.003, *b* = −0.177). For writing velocity we found for the MC that preschoolers and second graders wrote faster than adults (both *p* \< 0.001, preschoolers vs. adults *b* = −6.212, second graders vs. adults *b* = −6.126). Further we found an interaction for the MC between preschoolers and adults (*p* = 0.002, *b* = 3.720; preschoolers wrote faster on the tablet whereas adults show no difference between the writing surfaces). For NIVs we found for the MC that preschoolers and second graders produced more NIVs than adults (both *p* \< 0.001, preschoolers vs. adults *b* = 11.160, second graders vs. adults *b* = 11.242).

Both tasks contained the same set of items, therefore we conducted additional analyses with the factor Task (VMI vs. MC) to check directly for task differences in graphomotor demands. We found a main effect for Medium (tablet vs. paper) for writing velocity in all groups (preschool: *p* \< 0.001, *b* = 6.361; second grade: *p* = 0.003, *b* = 6.279; adults: *p* \< 0.002, *b* = 3.482) and for NIVs for preschool children (*p* = 0.020, *b* = −2.222). The factor Task yielded significant differences between VMI and MC for all writing measures for the preschoolers (writing duration: *p* \< 0.001, *b* = 0.908, pause duration: *p* = 0.001, *b* = 0.695, number of pen lifts: *p* = 0.001, *b* = 0.155, velocity: *p* \< 0.001, *b* = −21.534, NIVs: *p* \< 0.001, *b* = 16.077) and second graders (writing duration: *p* \< 0.001, *b* = 0.852, pause duration: *p* = 0.002, *b* = 0.635, number of pen lifts: *p* \< 0.001, *b* = 0.155, velocity: *p* \< 0.001, *b* = −20.415, NIVs: *p* \< 0.001, *b* = 15.005) and for writing duration (*p* \< 0.001, *b* = 0.453), velocity (*p* \< = 0.001, *b* = −10.643) and NIVs (*p* \< 0.001, *b* = 5.465) in the adult group. For the MC (compared to the VMI) participants wrote longer and slower and produced more NIVs. Additionally, the children groups lifted the pen for a longer time and more often for the MC than the VMI. The interaction between Medium and Task was significant for writing velocity for all groups (*p* \< 0.001, preschoolers *b* = −9.076, second graders *b* = −9.077, adults *b* = −7.060) such that participants wrote faster on the tablet than on paper for the VMI, but there was no difference for the MC for the adult group and a smaller difference for velocity between-media for the children groups.

### Handwriting abilities

Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"} presents a summary of the data and statistical effects for the handwriting measures of writing the phrase "Sonne und Wellen." We administered this task only to the second graders and adults because the preschoolers were not capable of writing words. We found longer writing durations on the tablet compared to paper for both groups (both *p* \< 0.001). Only adults showed a longer in air time on the tablet (*p* = 0.002) and more pen lifts on paper (*p* = 0.031). Both groups exhibited a higher velocity on the tablet compared to paper (both *p* \< 0.001). For the NIVs only adults produced more NIVs on the tablet than on paper (*p* = 0.010).

###### 

**Means and standard deviations in parentheses for writing measures of writing the phrase "sun and waves"**.

                                **Writing duration (ms)**   **In air time (ms)**   **Number of pen lifts**   **Velocity (mm/s)**   **NIVs**
  ----------------------------- --------------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------- --------------------- ----------------
  **WRITING "SUN AND WAVES"**                                                                                                      
  **Second grade**                                                                                                                 
  Paper                         14753.40 (3446.42)          2664.79 (1232.79)      5.26 (1.33)               14.16 (4.91)          117.24 (17.27)
  Tablet                        17068.82 (4003.57)          3076.98 (1518.31)      5.38 (1.46)               17.11 (5.21)          119.45 (15.69)
  *p*-value                     \<0.001^\*^                 0.106                  0.711                     \<0.001^\*^           0.334
  *b*-value                     0.144                       0.109                  0.075                     3.003                 2.101
  **Adults**                                                                                                                       
  Paper                         5039.54 (1414.62)           1550.43 (642.99)       8.83 (3.31)               30.46 (7.90)          56.45 (15.63)
  Tablet                        5872.78 (1823.93)           1741.86 (617.29)       8.51 (3.25)               35.88 (8.93)          59.68 (15.67)
  *p*-value                     \<0.001^\*^                 0.002^\*^              0.031^\*^                 \<0.001^\*^           0.010^\*^
  *b*-value                     0.156                       0.104                  −0.369                    6.502                 2.982

*The p-value refers to the comparison for Medium (tablet vs. paper). The b-value refers to the regression coefficient of the tablet condition in comparison to paper. The asterisk indicates significant effects below an alpha-level of 0.05*.

The correlation analyses between writing velocity and NIVs confirmed again that these two measures are negatively related for both groups (all *p* \< 0.001; second grade τ = −0.36, adults τ = −0.20), showing that a faster velocity is associated with fewer NIVs.

Regarding group differences we found that second graders wrote longer (*p* \< 0.001, *b* = 1.125), produced longer in air times (*p* \< 0.001, *b* = 0.613), and more pen lifts (*p* \< 0.001, *b* = −3.474), wrote slower (*p* \< 0.001, *b* = −16.132), and exhibited more NIVs (*p* \< 0.001, *b* = 62.577) than adults. There were no significant interactions between the factors Medium and Group.

A quite paradoxical result that we pursued further with additional analyses was the fact that participants showed a longer writing duration and a higher writing velocity on the tablet compared to paper. This result turned out to reflect a difference in letter size between the two writing surfaces. Paired *t*-tests revealed that participants in both groups wrote larger on the tablet (second grade *M*: 1.72 cm, *SD*: 0.38 cm; adults *M*: 1.47 cm, *SD*: 0.29 cm) compared to paper (second grade *M*: 1.36 cm, *SD*: 0.33 *t*~(296)~ = −18.24, *p* \< 0.001; adults *M*: 1.20 cm, *SD*: 0.32 cm; *t*~(299)~ = −18.20, *p* \< 0.001).

We conducted another additional analysis to test if our participants adapted to the unfamiliar and smoother surface of the tablet over time. Therefore, we ran linear mixed-effects models with the NIVs as the dependent variable and item number in increasing order as the independent variable. If participants adapted to the unfamiliar writing surface then the NIVs should decrease over the course of task (writing the phrase 10 times), revealing an increase in automatization and a decrease in the focus on the graphomotor execution of the task. For both media (tablet and paper) the NIVs significantly decreased for both groups (second grade: paper: *p* \< 0.001, *b* = --1.969, tablet: *p* \< 0.001, *b* = --1.982; adults: paper: *p* \< 0.001, *b* = --0.720, tablet: *p* \< 0.001, *b* = --0.772) from the first (second grade: paper: *M*: 132.68, *SD*: 22.73; tablet: *M*: 130.95, *SD*: 20.15; adults: paper: *M*: 59.61 *SD*: 17.43; tablet: *M*: 64.26 *SD*: 14.85) to the last item (second grade: paper: *M*: 109.00, *SD*: 12.76; tablet: *M*: 117.73, *SD*: 15.84; adults: paper: *M*: 50.56 *SD*: 14.09; tablet: *M*: 54.08 *SD*: 16.00) of writing repetitively the same phrase. Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} visualizes the decrease in NIVs for both groups and both media.

![**The mean of the NIVs for each item of "sun and waves" on paper and on the tablet computer (with 95% confidence intervals)**.](fpsyg-07-01308-g0006){#F6}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

The present study investigated whether the writing surface (tablet vs. paper) influences the product and the process of writing. In order to identify task-dependent modulations of this influence, we used three tasks to test (1) graphomotor abilities using repetitive patterns, (2) visuomotor abilities, and (3) handwriting abilities. As a second aim we sought to reveal the relationship between the evaluation of handwriting quality and the dynamics of the handwriting process. Thirdly, we wanted to investigate the different levels of handwriting automaticity in three groups (preschoolers, second graders, and adults).

Our results demonstrate important differences between writing on a tablet and writing on paper. Similar to the study by Gerth et al. ([@B19]) the findings are task-dependent and specific to the writing demands of the tasks. We will interpret our results in more detail according to the comparison between writing surfaces (Section Handwriting on the Tablet vs. Paper), the comparison between quality measures and process measures of handwriting (Section Handwriting Product vs. Process) and between-group differences (Section Age-Related Effects of Handwriting Performance).

Handwriting on the tablet vs. paper
-----------------------------------

Our evaluation of handwriting quality yielded differences between writing on the tablet and on paper for the three groups. In particular the children groups showed a higher handwriting quality when writing on paper for some of the graphomotor and for both visuomotor tasks. Contrastingly, the adults showed the opposite pattern (better handwriting quality when writing on the tablet) for two of the graphomotor tasks (zigzag lines and staircase pattern). Since children are not automatized in their writing movements, they seem to be challenged most by a decrease in proprioceptive feedback of the writing surface. The adults, however, seem to adapt to the smoother surface quite quickly and effortlessly during the course of the task because they show the better performance on the tablet for the last two tasks in this task battery (zigzag lines and staircase pattern). We can only speculate that adults might have concentrated less on the accurate execution of the task on paper because this writing surface is very familiar to them.

Regarding the handwriting process measures we found a faster writing velocity on the tablet compared to paper for all groups and the majority of tasks. These findings indicate that the pen was sliding faster on the tablet which might have been due to the lower friction of the surface. In order to perform a fluent and regular writing movement, participants had to adapt their graphomotor execution. In our first task---testing graphomotor abilities by copying repetitive pattern---we found significantly faster writing velocity for all tasks and all groups (except for the staircase pattern in the preschoolers). When comparing the results between media for the visuomotor tasks---VMI and MC---we found again that all groups performed the tasks with a higher velocity on the tablet compared to paper (except for the MC in the adults\' group). The additional analyses comparing task demands revealed main differences for all writing measures in the children\'s groups and three handwriting measures for the adults (writing duration, velocity, and NIVs). Apparently the task demands of the MC were higher compared to the VMI because participants had to stay in a predefined writing area. Drawing the attention to the writing process clearly hampers the automaticity of the writing movements and leads to a slower execution (Tucha and Lange, [@B49]; Tucha et al., [@B50]). In our third task---probing handwriting---participants copied a phrase of three words for ten times. This task directly tests automatized handwriting movements that are stored in motor programs of experienced writers. We obtained a longer writing duration and a faster writing velocity for both groups on the tablet which is due to the fact that both groups wrote bigger letters on the tablet with a higher velocity. The smoother surface presumably requires a higher graphomotor control to counter the lower proprioceptive feedback of the surface (lower friction). One way to adapt the writing movements is to enlarge the letter size which corroborates findings of previous research (Denier van der Gon and Thuring, [@B14]; Alamargot and Morin, [@B4]; Gerth et al., [@B19]). It is interesting to see that even second graders who are in the middle of handwriting acquisition are already capable of compensating the smoother surface with this adaptation in graphomotor execution. This might reveal that they are relying more on the proprioceptive rather than visual feedback similar to experienced writers, which might reflect that they use the ability of motor anticipation for writing and activate their motor programs quickly and automatically (Kandel and Perret, [@B27]).

Handwriting product vs. process
-------------------------------

In our study we used two measures for the handwriting assessment---the handwriting quality evaluated by a visual score and the handwriting process measures as a direct measure of the level of automaticity in handwriting. As expected, both measures reflect different dimensions of handwriting task results (similar to results by Fliesser et al., in preparation). The score for the handwriting quality relates to the visual legibility and alignment of words and may be appropriate to test the level of handwriting proficiency of the writer since children are taught to write neatly and copy the given letter as accurately as possible from the teacher or from a book. Our findings show that all groups were able to copy repetitive patterns, geometric forms, and words on both media. The disadvantages of performing the tasks on the tablet are expected since the smoother surface introduces an unfamiliar writing surface with a lower friction that has to be countered with higher graphomotor control of the writing movements. This is also visible in the higher writing velocity (as one of our handwriting process measures) for nearly all our tasks in all groups on the tablet. The velocity, which is negatively related to the NIVs as measure of an automatized and fluent handwriting movement, reflects the participant\'s ability to coordinate fine muscles to control the graphomotor execution and produce a fluent movement. Hence these process measures seem to refer to the motor component of writing rather than the visual control. Therefore, we believe that only the combination of both measures provides a complete picture of the level of handwriting skills in children and adults: product-oriented handwriting measures reflect the visual control and feedback during writing, whereas process-oriented measures mirror a combination of the graphomotor and visual control.

Age-related effects of handwriting performance
----------------------------------------------

When comparing the handwriting performance of our three groups---preschoolers, second graders, and adults---we obtained results in the predicted direction for the handwriting quality and the handwriting process measures. The preschoolers who have not received any writing instructions yet produced the lowest handwriting quality, wrote longer, and slower than the other two groups, paused for a longer time, lifted the pen more often and produced more NIVs in all tasks. Since we designed our tasks in such a way that they were suited for preschoolers they could perform them even without proper writing instructions. Nevertheless, their graphomotor execution was clearly at a non-automatized level and particularly the high number of error points for the graphomotor abilities tasks shows that the tasks were quite demanding. In particular, preschoolers lifted the pen more often than adults in all four tasks and they lifted the pen more often than second graders for loops without dots and zigzag lines. Especially zigzag lines who denote diagonal lines are very demanding for preschool children (Lange-Küttner, [@B28]) and our results seem to indicate that they used more visual control than second graders and adults to correctly copy the zigzag pattern (= longer pauses and more pen lifts). This behavior might suggest a motor anticipation of the upcoming stroke which takes longer for a complex and unfamiliar graphomotor movement (Kandel and Perret, [@B26]).

Regarding our visuomotor tasks we found that the preschoolers and second graders wrote faster but produced more NIVs than the adults for the MC. When combining these results with the scores of the handwriting quality evaluation we interpret this finding as a speed-accuracy trade-off. Both children groups obtained a lower accuracy score than adults in this task, but they executed the task faster. Hence, our findings indicate that the MC was more demanding for the children. They performed faster (higher velocity), but had to focus their attention stronger on the graphomotor execution (higher NIVs) and were still less accurate. This result is unsurprising since the MC required the participants to stay in a predefined writing space to copy the geometrical forms accurately. Apparently the children had greater difficulties to control the pen on the smoother tablet surface during this task. The combination of visual and graphomotor control without familiar proprioceptive feedback hampered the (automaticity in) writing movements which is similar to studies during which participants had to visually track the pen tip during writing and produced more NIVs (Marquardt et al., [@B32]; Tucha and Lange, [@B49]; Tucha et al., [@B50]; Gerth et al., [@B19]).

Our handwriting task revealed that the second graders wrote slower, lifted the pen more often, made longer pauses and exhibited more NIVs compared to the adults. Further, both groups compensated the smoother surface of the tablet with an increase in letter size which corroborates findings in previous research (Denier van der Gon and Thuring, [@B14]; Alamargot and Morin, [@B4]; Gerth et al., [@B19]). Our additional analysis testing for a change in the NIVs over all ten items of writing the phrase "Sonne und Wellen" showed that for both groups the NIVs decreased from the first to the last item. Since this task directly depicts handwriting performance it might have been easier for both groups compared to the other two tasks, during which they had to copy patterns, because they write words probably every day. Therefore, we interpret the declining NIVs as a decrease in attention to the writing process and an adaptation of the handwriting movements to the writing surface (even to the smoother tablet).

Apart from main group differences we also found significant interactions between the factors Medium and Group. For the handwriting product evaluation we see a difference in the performance between the adults and the children groups for the zigzag lines and the staircase pattern (see Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The children produced more error points on the tablet whereas the adults performed worse on paper. When looking more closely at the different categories of the error points we saw that the worse performance of the adults is due to the penalty for lifting the pen while drawing the pattern. Adults lifted the pen more often on paper compared to on the tablet. This suggests that they probably resisted the urge to lift the pen on the tablet presumably because they did not want to risk not to be able to start the new stroke at exactly the same point where they ended the last stroke. For the tablet there was a small gap between the plastic writing surface and the actual screen with the visual feedback of the pen tip. When performing the task on paper there is no gap between the pen tip and the surface, therefore the end point of the previous stroke could be targeted more easily.

The majority of significant interactions between medium and group is due to the fact that the preschoolers show a significant difference between performing the tasks on paper or on the tablet whereas the adults do not show a between-media difference. This result can be interpreted in the light of a difference in experience with the two media. Adults might be more familiar with tablets in general than preschoolers, although this experience could be mostly related to typing on the tablets rather than writing with a pen on the tablet. The lower experience with the tablet as a writing surface is also visible in our data in a higher variability (greater standard deviations) in handwriting performance on the tablet compared to paper. However, all our participants show this higher variance. Therefore, we think that the interactions between media and group in our results rather stem from a different degree in handwriting automaticity of our groups. Especially preschoolers show differences between the two media because they are not automatized in their writing movements and have to counter the low friction of the tablet surface with additional focus on their graphomotor execution. The adults, however, adapt very quickly to the smoother tablet surface because their handwriting movements are stored in the motor programs and they simply need to fine-tune them to counter the lower friction. Apparently this is very difficult for beginning learners. The second graders are somewhere in the middle of their handwriting development. This is also reflected in our results. The second graders show media-differences in the handwriting process measures for the demanding tasks similarly to the preschoolers (e.g., zigzag lines, staircase pattern), but they mostly pattern with the adults\' group regarding their handwriting performance.

Conclusion {#s5}
==========

The findings of our study provide a first answer to the question whether there are age-related effects in graphomotor execution due to differences in writing surfaces. We found differences between writing on paper compared to the tablet. These differences were partly task-dependent. Generally, we found a higher writing velocity for writing movements on the tablet which indicates that all groups---even the experienced writers---were influenced by the lower friction of the writing surface. Apparently the pen was sliding stronger on the smoother surface of the tablet.

Our results of the between-group analyses revealed that the non-writers (preschoolers), beginning writers (second graders), and the experienced writers (adults) were differently influenced by the two writing surfaces. Especially when the task required a combination of visual and graphomotor control (such as the MC) the children were particularly challenged by the smoother surface of the tablet. Therefore, we doubt that it is recommendable to use tablets in schools for writing acquisition because the smoother surface represents an additional challenge for learners of writing that they have to counter with an increased control of their graphomotor execution. This might lead to a prolongation of handwriting acquisition and possibly increases children\'s frustration when trying to write most legibly.

Further we do not think that it is wise to simply digitize paper-pencil-versions of a test to obtain measures of the handwriting dynamics. Our results show a task-dependency and differences in task-demands that might lead to unexpected results due to the unfamiliar and smoother surface of a tablet and not due the experimental manipulation itself.
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